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ECONOMETRICS OF FIRST-PRICE AUCTIONS
OSSARD,ANDQUANGVUONG1
LAFFONT,
HERVPI
BY JEAN-JACQUES
In this paperwe proposean estimationmethodfor the empiricalstudyof theoretical
auctionmodels.We focus on first-pricesealed bid and descendingauctionsandwe adopt
the privatevalue paradigm,where each bidder is assumedto have a differentprivate
value, only knownto him, for the objectthat is auctioned.
FollowingMcFadden(1989) and Pakes and Pollard(1989), our proposedmethod is
based on simulations.Specifically,the method relies on a simulatednonlinear least
squaresobjectivefunctionappropriatelyadjustedso as to obtain consistentestimatesof
the parametersof interest.
We illustratethe proposed method by studyinga market of agriculturalproducts,
where descendingauctionsare used. Our analysistakesinto accountheterogeneityof the
auctionedobjects and the fact that only the winningbid is observed.We estimate the
parametersthat characterizethe distributionof the unobservedprivatevalues for each
auctionedobject.
KEYWORDS:First-priceauctions,descendingauctions,privatevalues,simulatednonlinear least squares.

1. INTRODUCTION

(1961) WORK,
the theory of auctions has considerablyexSINCE VICKREY'S
panded with the developmentof appropriategame theoreticaltools (see Milgrom (1985, 1987), McAfee and McMillan(1987), and Wilson (1992) for recent
surveys).It has generated an impressivebody of experimentalwork (see, e.g.,
Cox, Smith, and Walker(1985, 1988)) and a recent critique(Harrison(1989))
with comments and reply (see the American Economic Review (1992,
pp. 1374-1443)).

In contrast,only a few empiricalstudies have attemptedto validate theoretical auction models using real auction data. Examples include Hansen (1985,
1986), Hendricks, Porter, and Boudreau (1987), and Hendricks and Porter
(1988). Most empiricalstudies have concentratedon testing some implications
of the theory of auctions using reduced-formeconometric models. Recent
exceptionsare Paarsch(1989, 1992)who estimateseconometricmodels that are
closely derivedfrom theory.A possible reason for this gap between theoretical
and empirical work arises from the computational difficulties due to the
nonlinearityand numericalcomplexityassociatedwith the estimationof structural econometricmodels.
In this paperwe focus on one of the simplesttheoreticalauctionmodels,-the
first-pricesealed bid auction with independentprivatevalues. The symmetric
1We thankA. Monfort,H. Paarsch,B. Salanie,three anonymousreferees,and the co-editorfor
quite constructivecomments. We are grateful to R. Chartier,P. Loisel, and A. Thomas for
computationaladviceand to T. Corregefor researchassistance.Earlierversionswere presentedat
the 8th Journeesde MicroeconomieAppliquee,Caen, May, 1991,the Far EasternMeetingof the
EconometricSociety, Seoul, June, 1991, the EconometricStudyGroup Conference,Bristol,July,
1991, the European Meeting of the EconometricSociety, Cambridge,Sept., 1991, the North
AmericanMeetingof the EconometricSociety,New Orleans,Jan., 1992, and at UC Davis, USC,
GREMAQ-INRA,and Malinvaudeconometricseminars.Partialsupportfromthe NationalScience
Foundationunder GrantSBR-9409569is gratefullyacknowledged.
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BayesianNash equilibriumof the correspondinggame of incompleteinformation was characterizedby Riley and Samuelson (1981) among others. The
equilibriumexpressesthe optimalbid as a functionof the bidder'sprivatevalue,
the reservationprice of the object, the numberof bidders,and the distribution
of privatevalues.
In general, bids are observedwhile actual private values are not observed.
The precedingtheoreticalmodel leads, however,to a closely related structural
econometricmodel. Because optimalbids are functionsof privatevalues,which
are theoreticallyrandom,then observedbids are also randomwith a distribution
that is uniquelydeterminedby the structuralelements of the model. Unfortunately, the equilibriumfunction relating optimal bids to private values is
typically untractable. As a consequence, only very specific distributionsof
privatevalues have been consideredin empiricalwork.
In this paper we develop an estimationmethod that can handle a broad class
of distributionsof private values. It is based on simulationsas proposed by
Lerman and Manski (1981) and studied recently by McFadden(1989), Pakes
and Pollard(1989), Laroqueand Salanie(1989, 1990),Gourierouxand Monfort
(1990, 1993), Ruud (1991), and Hajivassiliouand McFadden (1993) among
others. Our method relies on a simulated nonlinear least squares objective
function appropriatelyadjusted so as to obtain consistent estimates of the
parametersof interest. Then we establish the asymptoticproperties of our
estimatorand discusssome extensions.
Next, we illustratethe estimationmethodby studyinga marketof agricultural
products where descending auctions are used. The econometric formulation
takes into accountthe heterogeneityof the auctionedobjects and the fact that
only the winningbids are observed.Estimationof the model providesestimates
of the parametersthat characterizethe distributionof privatevalues for each
auctionedobject.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly present the
theoreticalfirst-pricesealed bid auctionmodel with independentprivatevalues.
We indicatethe difficultiesassociatedwith the estimationof the corresponding
econometricmodel. In Section 3 we observethat the equilibriumsolutionof the
auction model has a form that is naturallysuitable to simulations.Then we
propose a simulated nonlinear least squares estimator,which is shown to be
consistentand asymptoticallynormal.In Section 4 we present the data and the
market under study. The model is estimated and the empirical results are
discussed. Section 5 concludes. Proofs are collected in AppendixA and some
descriptivestatisticsare presented in AppendixB.
2. FIRST-PRICEAUCTIONS

2.1. The Basic TheoreticalModel

A single and indivisible object is auctioned. All the bids are collected
simultaneously.The object is sold to the highest bidderwho pays his bid to the
seller, provided the bid is at least as high as a reservationprice. In such an
institutionalframeworkeach bidder does not know the bids of the others when
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forminghis bid. On the other hand, it is assumedthat the reservationprice p0
and the numberof bidders I are knownby all biddersin advance.
In the privatevalue paradigmeach bidder (i = 1, . . . , I) is assumedto have a
privatevalue vi for the object that is auctioned. When formingthis bid, each
bidder knows his private value but does not know others' private values.
However,each bidderknowsthat all privatevalues includinghis own have been
drawnindependentlyfrom a probabilitydistribution.This probabilitydistribution is identical across bidders and assumedto be commonknowledge.Therefore all biddersare identicala priori.Because of the latterproperty,the game is
said to be symmetric.
Let F(-) denote the cumulativedistributionfunction of privatevalues. It is
assumed that F(0) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure.The densityand supportare f( ) and Vc [0,+ oo)respectively.
Under the assumptionthat each buyeris riskneutral,the symmetricBayesian
Nash equilibriumof the preceding model gives, for every i = 1,..., I, the
optimalbid b1of the ith bidder as
(1)

b =e(vi

I,p?

F)

_

_

)1

1i

J|(F( X))I

dx

if vi >P0 (see, e.g., Riley and Samuelson(198t)). If v <p?, then b1can be any
value strictlyless than the reservationprice p0.
The equilibriumstrategy(1) is the unique symmetricdifferentiableBayesian
Nash equilibrium(see Maskin and Riley (1984)). Also b1< v1 if v > p0 and
bi - p if vi =p0. Another importantpropertyis that bi, as a functionof vi, is
strictly increasingon [p0, + oo)n V. Hence, the equilibriumis revealing(provided vi > p?).
A bid of particularinterestis the winningbid, denoted bw. The winningbid is
the highest bid b(J)= maxib1if b(I)>p?. It is undefined otherwise.Let v(I)=
maxjv'. Since relation (1) is monotone increasingin v1 and starts at p0 when
v1 -p?, then we have
bW=e(v(y),I,p o F)
(2)
if V(,)>po. Thus the winner of the auction is the individualwith the highest
privatevalue providedv(I)> p0. (Ties occurwith zero probabilitybecause F(0) is
absolutelycontinuouswith respect to the Lebesgue measure.)If v(I)<p?, the
auctionedobject is not sold and there is no winningbid.
A related quantity is the expected revenue for the seller. Let R denote
revenue. Then R is equal to bw if the object is sold and zero otherwise.From
the point of view of the seller, v(I)and hence R are random.By integrating(2)
on [po,+ oo) with respect to the density of v(), which is If(X)(F())''-, one
obtains

(3)

E[R] =I

( (F(v))I1

-

](F(x))I'

dx f(v)

dv.

The preceding equilibriumsolution also applies to a descending or Dutch
auction. In such an auction the selling price of the object starts from an
arbitraryprice, which is assumed to be sufficientlyhigh so as to exceed all
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possible bid values. For instance, since b1 cannot be largerthan vi, the auction
can start from the highest value in the support V. The selling price of the
auctioned object decreases continuously.The auction stops and the object is
sold to the first individualwho signalsthat he will buy the object at the current
posted price. The auctionautomaticallyends, however,if the descendingposted
price reaches the reservation price

p?.

In such an auction b' correspondsto the price at which the ith bidder will
"stop the clock."Under the same informationalassumptionsas in the first-price
sealed bid auction, the symmetricBayesian Nash equilibriumbid for the ith
individualis still given by (1) when vi >p?. If vi <p?, then b1 is indeterminate
and can be any value strictlyless than p0 as before. Indeed, descending and
first-priceauctions are strategicallyequivalent(see, e.g., Milgromand Weber
(1982)) and thereforehave the same equilibrium.As a result, the winningbid in
the descendingauction,when it exists, is given by (2) and the expectationof the
seller'sgrossrevenueis givenby (3). A difference,however,between a first-price
sealed bid auctionand a descendingatuctionis that only the winningbid can be
observedin the latter.
2.2. The StructuralEconometric Model

We shall adopt a structuralapproachto the empiricalanalysisof auctions.
This means that the econometricmodel for the observedbids is deriveddirectly
from the underlyingtheoretical auction model. Thus the basic ingredientsthat
determine the econometricmodel for observedbids are the reservationprice,
the number of bidders, and the distributionof privatevalues. This modelling
strategyallows us to estimate the distributionof the unobservedprivatevalues,
which is useful for policy analysis.
For example,consider the choice of an optimal price for the seller. Assume
that the seller is risk neutral and that his value for the object is vo. As it is well
known(see, e.g., Laffontand Maskin(1980)or Riley and Samuelson(1981)),the
optimalreservationprice p*, which maximizesE[R] + vo(F(po))', where E[R]
is given by (3), solves
(4)

p*-v?+

*1-F(p)

Hence the optimal reservationprice cruciallydepends on the distributionof
privatevalues.2
2As suggested by a referee, (4) can be used to improve estimation efficiency. Specifically,
assumingthat the seller behaves optimally,(4) gives p0 e (v0, F), where vu is assumedto be
drawn from some distributionG (say). Then (4) can*be combined with (2) to estimate the
parametersof F and G. For reasons given in footnote 23, we shall exclusivelyfocus upon the
separateestimationof (2). Note, however,that an assumption,whichis naturaland consistentwith
the theoreticalmodel of Section2.1 and the optimalrule (4), is that vo and v1,.... VI,and hence vo
and v(I), are mutuallyindependentconditionalupon the exogenousvariablesin F and G. Thus,
provided all these exogenous variables are observed by the investigator(see also Section 3.3),
p0 =pP is still weakly exogenous in (2) so that our estimationmethod for (2) proposed below
valid.
remaiArs
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In an econometric investigation,one frequently considers more than one
auction.This is clearlynecessaryfor statisticalinferencein a descendingauction
since, otherwise,one would have only one observation,namely,the winningbid.
Hereafter we let L denote the number of auctions and we subscriptby 1 all
quantitiesrelevantto the lth auction.
Consideringmore than one auction raises two difficulties.The first concerns
the repetition of an auction. When successive auctions for various objects are
allowed, bidders face a complex dynamicstrategic situation and may want to
conceal their privatevalues at the beginningof the sequence of auctions.This
may lead to underbiddingduring the first auctions.3Thus, to preserve the
equilibriumstrategy(1), we assume that biddersdrawnew independentprivate
values at every auction. This assumptionwill be justified in the empirical
applicationof Section 4.
The second difficultyarisesfrom a likelyheterogeneityacrossauctionsdue to
changes in the nature of the auctioned objects or in the environmentof the
auctions.Formally,this means that the distributionof privatevalues for the Ith
auctionvaries across auctions.We let F1(0)denote such a distribution.
We shall adopt a parametricformulation.For every 1,we assume
F1() =F( Izi, 0),
(5)
where 0 is an unknown parametervector in 00CRk and z1 is a vector of
variablesaffectingbidders'valuationsthroughthe distributionof privatevalues.
For instance, z1 may contain characteristicsof the lth auctionedobject as well
as variables describingthe relevant environmentof the lth auction. In this
paper, however, the reservation price po is not included in the vector of
characteristicszl. This correspondsto our empiricalapplication,where buyers
and sellers have the same informationabout the market conditions affecting
F1(.).4

To begin with, we assume that the vector z1 is fully observed and that the
numberof biddersis knownto the investigator.We shall considerrelaxingthese
assumptionsin Section 3.3. To simplifythe presentation,we assume that I is
constant so that I, = I for every 1. This is not necessary for the results of
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 as long as I, is observed.
We can now derive the structuraleconometricmodel correspondingto the
theoreticalauction model. We focus on the case where only the winningbid is
available,as in the descendingauction analyzedin Section 4. As noted earlier,
however, the winning bid is undefined when the object is unsold, i.e., when
v(, <pr. To avoid a discontinuityat v(), =p , it is convenient to set b' =p
when this occurs.Then
(6)

b

e(v(I)l,, Igp, Fl)l(v(I)l >p?) +POIN(v(I)f<PI),

where 1(0)is the indicatorof the event ( ).
3Characterization of the equilibriumsolutions in repeated auctions is, however, much more
difficult(see, e.g., Weber(1983)and Bikhchandani(1988)).
4On the other hand, if the seller had privateinformationabout such conditions,the announcement of p' wouldhave a signallingvalue. Hence prwouldhave to be includedin the vectorzl. See
the conclusionfor a discussionof difficultiesimpliedby this signallingmodel.
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which
Let H,(-) denote the distributionof bw'.Since bw is a functionof v(I)19
is distributedas Fl()' accordingto the theoreticalmodel, then H,(-) is uniquely
determined.Specifically,H,(-) has a mass at p' with probability(Fl(p'))' and a
densitywith respect to the Lebesgue measuregiven by
(7)

hl (b) =

-(F

(e

))

for b > pX, where e 1(s) e'Q, I, p 0, Fl) denotes the inverseof the equilibrium
functiondefined in (1) with respect to its first argument.
Given independenceacrossauctionsand takinginto accountcensoringof the
winning bids by the reservationprices, the likelihood function of the model
takes the familiarTobit form. Then maximumlikelihood(ML) estimatesof the
parametervector 0 can be obtained.
Unfortunately,ML estimationpresentstwo majordifficulties.First, it can be
shown that the supportof the distributlonof bw is [pr, El(max(X,po))] where
X is the largestorder statisticin I - 1 independentdrawsfrom Fl(). Thus, for
each 1, the supportof the distributionof bw depends on 0, which violates the
usual assumptionsunderlyingML estimation.'The second difficultyis computational. Indeed, except for some simple specificationssuch as thpse considered
by Paarsch (1989, 1992), the equilibriumfunction (1) is nonlinear in its first
argument v. As a result, the inverse function eT1(.) cannot be obtained
explicitly and must be evaluated numerically.Computationalburdens then
become overwhelmingsince eT'(bw')must be determinedfor every 1 and every
trial value for 0.
Alternatively,one can use other estimationmethods such as nonlinearleast
squares (NLLS) or a generalized method of moments (GMM) (see Hansen
(1982)).Exactcomputationof the momentof bw for every 1 and trialvalue for 0
becomes rapidly excessive, however, as the equilibriumsolution (1) becomes
untractable.
3. ECONOMETRICMETHODS

3.1. A SimulatedNonlinearLeastSquareEstimator
In view of these computationaldifficulties, we shall propose a relatively
simple estimationmethod that can handle a broad class of valuationdistributions. The method requires the exact computationof neither the equilibrium
strategy(1) nor the moments of the winning bid. It is based on simulations
followingMcFadden(1989) and Pakes and Pollard(1989) amongothers.
In this paper we focus mainlyon the first moment of the winningbid. This
moment is of special interest in view of the revenue equivalencetheorem (see,
5Two recentpapersby Donald and Paarsch(1992, 1993)addressthis issue. In particular,the first
paperderivesthe asymptoticdistributionof the ML estimator,whichis not standard.Note also that
the upperbound El (max(X, pl)) is typicallya complexfunctionof the parameters,whichcomplicates the numericalimplementationof the ML procedure.
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e.g., Riley and Samuelsoif(1981) and Milgromand Weber (1982)). The seller's
expected revenue is E[R]

using (6) given our convention

= E[bW] +poFI(po)

bW=p0 when the object is unsold. Thus, by this theorem, a large class of
auctions including first-price,descending, English, and second-priceauctions
can be analyzedwithin the private value paradigmby the estimationmethod
explainedbelow.
Let E[bw] ml(0) m(xl, 0) denote the conditionalexpectationof bw given
I (assumedconstant)and xl (Po, z'). The usual NLLSestimatorminimizesthe
objectivefunction QL(O)= (1/L)EL l(bw -_mM(O))2 with respect to 0. Because
ml(O) is not readilyavailable,a naturalidea is to replace ml(O) by an unbiased
simulatorX1(0), i.e., a simulatorsuch that E[X1(0)] = ml(O). We show later
how such a simulatorcan be constructedfor the theoretical auction model of
Section 2.1.
As is well-known,however,minimizingthe objectivefunction
L
2
(8)
L
(b -Xl(ol)
QS,L(0)=
1=1

with respect to 0 produces an inconsistentestimatorfor any fixed numberof
simulationsS as L increases to infinity. For, using a uniform Law of Large
Numbers (see Appendix A) and the properties of the simulator X1(0) mentioned below, we have that QS,L(0) - [QL(0) + AJL(0)]convergesin probability
to zero (uniformly in 0), for any fixed S, as L

1 L

1 L
(9)

'AL( 0)

= L

oo,where

-.

_M_)
1 E E[ X2O
=z2 -)m

(

)]=
L1=1

L1=1

E (Var, [M M
0) )>O

0

and VarJ[Hdenotes the conditional variance given xl. Hence the 0 that
minimizes QS,L(O) converges to the value that minimizes plimL--,QL(0)+
AL(0), which is typicallynot the true value 00 because the latter minimizes
plimL -oQL 0).6

The precedingargumentsuggestsa simple adjustmentto the objectivefunction (8) so as to obtain a consistentestimatorfor fixed S as L -. oo.Using the
usual unbiased estimatorof Vary[Xl(O)], we expect that As L(O) AS(O) -P 0
-

(uniformly in 0) for any fixed S, as L
I1L

1

L 1=1 S(S-1)

--

oo,where

S

-

2

EX(

Thus, subtracting AS L(0) from QS,L(O) we define the "simulated" NLLS
objectivefunction
( ll)

QS*
L(O) = L

(11)

Q~,L(O)

E [(bl -X( O) ) -S(S

1=1y (9~o)

- 1)

E (xs1(H)
S

-i())1

6An alternativereason is that m2(6) is not estimatedunbiasedlyby X2(8). Such an argument
based on Jensen'sinequalityis similarto the one used to show the inconsistencyof simulated
maximumlikelihood(SML)estimation(see, e.g., Ruud (1991)).
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We let 0 denote the SNLLS estimator obtained by minimizingQ* L(O) with
respect to 0.
We now turn to the constructionof a simulatorX1(0) that does not require
exact computationof the equilibriumsolution (1). The next lemma underlies
our constructionby givingan alternativeexpressionfor (1). It can be provedby
applying Theorem 14 in Milgrom and Weber (1982) to the private value
paradigmwith reservationprices and by noticing that the conditionaldistribution functionof the second highest privatevalue v(y-,) given the highest V(I)is
[F(-)1F(v(I)1I-l
LEMMA:GivenI, pO, and F(0), thenfor v > pO,
(12)

e(v, I, po, F) = E [max (v(- .), pO)jv(s) = vI I

whereE[ Iv(I)] denotesthe conditionalexpectation
givenv(,).8
This lemmacan be used in at least two importantways.First,given I, p?, F(0),
and v >p?, (12) can be used to evaluate the optimal bid by averaging
max(v(_1), pO) over many random draws from the conditionaldistributionof
vu -1) given v(I)= v. Hence, by varying v, the equilibrium function (1) can be
estimated unbiasedly.

Second, the lemma can be used to obtain an expressionfor the winningbid
that is prone to simulations.Specifically,from (6) we obtain
(13)

bw =E [max (v(I-1)1,pp)Iv(I),]1(v(I)l > po) +po 1(v(I)< po)

=E

[max (v(I),

p )Iv(I),]

given I, po, and Fl(), i.e., given I and = (pr, z'). Equation (13) can be used
xi
to simulatethe momentsof bwI.
Takingexpectationof (13) with respect to V(I)l gives

(14)

E [bw]

E [max(v(_l,-PO )]-

Equation(14) can be viewed as an integralwith respect to the densityof v(,-1)l.
can be viewed as a function of v,... ., v/, which are
v(,1)1
independentlydrawnfrom the distributionF1(0).Then (14) becomes

Alternatively,

(15)

E[bw']

=

.. |max(u(j_j),p)f(ul)...fi(u)

dul ... duj,

where u(I_1) is the second highestvalue in ul,..., u1. Equation(15) is the basis
of our proposedsimulatorof ml(O).
There are many ways to simulate the (conditional) mean of bw. We use
importancesampling,one of the oldest techniquesin Monte Carlo integration
7A direct and simpleproof using(1) is also availablefrom the authors.
8By convention,we take v(,-1) = 0 if I = 1. Thus,when there is only one bidderand v > po, the
optimalbid is p0 as requiredby (1).
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(see, e.g., Hammersley and Handscomb (1964) and Rubinstein (1981)). This

technique provides some flexibilityin the choice of the importancefunction
which can reduce the sampling variabilityof the random draws and hence
improvethe precisionof estimatorsbased on simulations.9In addition,as noted
below, this technique leads here to a continuously differentiable statistical
objectivefunction.As a result, the derivationof asymptoticpropertiesis greatly
simplified relative to McFadden (1989) and Pakes and Pollard (1989).

For each 1, let g,( ) be a known densitywith a support V91at least including
that of f1( ), i.e., V1.In practice,it is convenientto let the importancefunction
g,(-) depend on the observationindex 1. For instance, g,( ) can be defined as
gl0= g(- 1z,) for some known conditional density g(- I ). This is assumed
hereafter.Then (15) can be written as
( 16)

E [ bw] = | ./.
.

|lmax [
.

x fi(ul)

( u ) gl1(ul) ... gl(u1)
du, ... du,.

Now, for each 1= 1 ...., L, we draw S independentsamples, each of size I,
denoted u'l , .. ., u'l where u' is independentlydrawnfrom the distributionwith
density g1(0)for s = 1 .. ., S. Then, for every 1, (16) suggeststo estimate E[bl]
by the sample mean
1 s

(17)

X1(0) = - E X,1(0)

where

s=1

x l(o)

s

I? fiusl

Ul

and we have emphasizedthe dependence of Xl(O) and Xsl(o) on 0.
Then, by construction,E[X1(0)] = ml(0) given xi. Second, note that the LSI
random draws us are independent of 0 and are drawn prior to estimation.
Hence, for any given 0, the variables{XJ1(0); s = 1 ... ., S} and hence Xl(0) are
conditionallyindependentof bw given xl. Third,because all the u' are drawn
from the importancefunctionsg,( ), which are independentof 0, and because 0
appears only in the f1(.)'s, which are outside the "max" in (17), then
XJ1(0), Xl(0), and hence the objectivefunction Qs L(0) defined in (11) are twice
continuouslydifferentiablein 0 if f(. 1z1,0) is. This is assumedhereafter.
3.2. AsymptoticProperties

Let 00 be the true parametervalue with 00E &. From the form of Qs L(0),
the estimator 0 is an M-estimator(see, e.g., Amemiya (1985)). Propertiesof
M-estimatorshave been derived under various assumptions.Below, we use
9 The choice of an "optimal"importancefunctionis an importantissue. See Rubinstein(1981,
Chapter4) and Section4.4 for a furtherdiscussion.
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those of Gallant and White (1988). This allows dynamicspecifications,where
the weakly exogenous variables in xl can follow heterogeneous and weakly
dependentprocesses.
Consistency
The next result establishesformallythe consistencyof 0. It also providesa
consistentestimatorof the mean squarederrorEQL( O).
1: For any fixed S, 0 is a stronglyconsistentestimatorof 00 as
PROPOSITION
L -* oo. Moreover,Qs,L(0) - EQL( 6o) convergesalmostsurelyto 0.
Though found independently,our estimator is related to an estimator recently proposed by Bierings and Sneek (1989). These authorshave only established the consistency of their estimator, which minimizes_(11),where the
second term in bracketsis replacedby the exact varianceof Xl(0). Relative to
other simulated M-estimatorssuch as SML or simulated pseudo maximum
likelihood (SPML) estimators (see Laroque and Salanie (1989, 1990)), our
SNLLS estimatorhas the advantageof being consistent for a fixed numberof
simulations as L --

0.

Another class of simulation-basedestimatorsarises from the class of generalized method of moment(GMM)estimators.This gives the method of simulated
moments-(MSM)(see McFadden(1989) and Pakes and Pollard(1989)) and the
method of simulated scores (MSS) (see Ruud (1991) and Hajivassiliouand
McFadden (1993)). In particular,an estimator related to ours is the SNLLS
estimatorrecentlyproposedby Gourierouxand Monfort(1993). These alternative estimatorsalso possess the computationallyconvenientpropertyof being
consistentfor a fixed numberof simulationsas L increasesto infinity.They will
be discussedbelow.
AsymptoticDistribution
Let AO dm1(00)/d6.Let os2(xl)denote the conditionalvarianceof b' given

xI. Following (17), define YF(6) (1/S)E 1Y 1(0), where Ys1(0)

dXS1(0)/d0.

Let col, f2,, and C, denote respectivelythe variances of Xsl(00),YS(0), and
their covarianceconditionalupon xl.
The next result gives the asymptoticdistributionof 0.
(0 - Qo)convergesin distributionto a
1/2
2: For any fixed S,
PROPOSITION
L
-* oo, whereES, L =AL'Bs LAI' with

normalN(O,Ik) as L
(18)

AL =
L

(19)

Bs L

1 L

EE( 1A1o')

1=1
L1

?E

a02

xl)uAOl
AO +-(or2(

AO1)
Xl) n1,+ oil ,Wo

L=1

S(S - 1) (Z
=
to
and E[L]is the expectationwithrespect xl (pr, z').

+
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Our SNLLSestimatordiffersfromthe SNLLSestimatorrecentlyproposedby
Gourierouxand Monfort(1993),whichis also consistentfor any fixed numberof
simulations.There, the basic idea is to simulatethe NLLSfirst-orderconditions
by simulating independently ml(O) and dmi(O)/dO by Xl(O) and Yl*(O),
respectively,where YI*(0)is similarto Y1(O)but uses an additionalindependent
set of SI randomdraws uI* from g&().This gives the orthogonalityconditions
-X1(0O))]= 0. Then the correspondingbest GMM estimator 6
E[Y1**(0oXbw
(say) is Gourieroux-Monfort's
SNLLSestimator.10
For a total of 2LSI randomdraws,the asymptoticcovariancematrixof 0 is
AL-1B*LA` where
L S1
1
n
(20)

BS*,L=BS,L-S(S-

1) LEE[S

I+C

See Gourierouxand Monfort(1993). Thus, with half as many simulations,the
asymptoticcovariancematrixof our SNLLS estimator0 differs from that of 0
by a term of order (1/S2) and (1/S3) if Cl is close to zero."
It is also interestingto compare our SNLLS estimator to the usual NLLS
estimator, which requires the exact computation of the mean ml(0). The
asymptotic covariance matrix of the NLLS estimator is AL1BLA-1 where
BL (1/L)EL 1 E[ uo2(x1)A4A4'].
Thus the asymptoticcovariancematrixof our
SNLLSestimatoris largerthan that of the NLLS estimatorby a term of order
(1/S). In particular,if the numberof simulationsS increasesto infinity,then
our SNLLSestimator0 becomes as asymptoticallyefficient as the usual NLLS
estimator.
When oc(0) is constant,the NLLS estimatoris asymptoticallyefficient in the
class of estimatorsthat uses conditionalmoment restrictionE[bwIx] m1(0O)
only.12 When o2(.) is not constant,the NLLS estimatorneed not be asymptotically efficient in the sense of reachingChamberlain's(1987)lower bound in this
class of estimators. As proposed there, one can exploit the orthogonality
conditionsE[W(b - ml(00))]= 0, where WIis, for instance,a vector of powers
of xl, to constructa MSM estimatorfollowingMcFadden(1989) and Pakes and
Pollard(1989).For a fixed numberof simulations,the resultingMSM estimator
may be more or less efficient than our SNLLS estimator depending on the
choice of the instrumentsWI.

'0An alternativeestimator that uses only SI random draws can be obtained by adjusting
appropriatelythe NLLSfirst-orderconditions.Specifically,followingthe argumentleadingto (11),
one can considerthe best GMMestimatorbased on the orthogonalityconditions

E[Y(Oo)(bl -X1(00))-

1

E(Ys1(00)-Yl(00))(Xs(00)-Xl(?o)) =?

l Of course,this gain requiresthe computationof the correctionterm (10). On the other hand,
Gourierouxand Monfort'sestimatorrequiresa consistentestimate of the asymptoticcovariance
- X1(00)).
matrixof yV*(OoXbw
12 See Section3.3 for the use of higherconditionalmoments.
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Consistent Estimation of Es, L

To use Property2 to conduct inferenceson the parameter00, it is necessary
to estimate consistently the asymptoticcovariancematrix ES,L This matrix
depends on /4g,o02(x1), and the variances and covariances of X,1(00) and
Y,1(00).The latter variancesand covariancesare easily estimated.
However,because AO= dm1(00)/1d, then AOcannotbe determinedexplicitly
for the same reason as m1(0O)could not. Below we propose an estimatorthat
relies on simulating AOthrough Y,1(00)and that is also consistent for a fixed
numberof simulationsas L increasesto infinity.Second, the winningbids are
typically heteroscedastic across auctions so that the conditional variance

co,2(x1)

of b' depends on xL.Because o,2(x,) as a function of xl and 00 is typically
untractable,we follow White (1980) and estimate BS L and hence XS, L without
relying upon the form of

co,2(x1)

We define the k x k matrices
(21)

AS,L

S(S

=(

)

s
x

Yl0

)Yt

0

)(SI(0

)

,
Yl0

)

S=l

L

A

(22)

AA

0 ) ds,l(0)X

BS,L =LEds,1(

where 0 is our SNLLSestimatorand ds l(0) is the k-dimensionalvector
(23)
dS,1(0) = (bw - X1(0))Y1(0)
s
1
+ S(S - 1) E (XS1(O)-X1(0))Ys1(0).
The next result providesa consistentestimatorof Es,L.
For any fixed S, Es, L
oo,where Es,L =A Bs,L AS

PROPOSITION 3:

L

A

-*

A

_

A

-

ES, L converges almost surely to

0 as

A_

A practicaladvantageof the proposed estimatorE is that it requiresneither
the number of simulations S to be large nor the exact computationof the
conditional variances o-02(x1). Moreover, as the proof shows, AS, L differs from
(1/2) d2QS,L(0)/d0d0' by an op(l), while ds l(0) is the lth individual gradient
of (- 1/2)Q*S L(0) evaluated at 0. Hence AS, L and BS,L can typically be

obtainedfrom the last iterationof commonly-usedminimizationalgorithms.
3.3. Some Extensions

In this section we discuss separatelysome importantassumptionsunderlying
our proposed estimation method. This leads to some extensions that can be
useful in empiricalwork.
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TheNumberof Bidders
The number of bidders I is an importantdeterminantof the equilibrium
strategy(1) and hence of our structuraleconometricmodel. Up to now we have
assumedthat this numberis knownto the investigator.In practice,however,this
may not be the case.
Let Io denote the true numberof bidders.In agreementwith our application,
we assume that Io is constant and belongs to Y, a bounded set of positive
integers.Then we can treat I, as an additional(discrete)parameter.13
The next result provides a method for estimating Io We subscriptby I all
precedingstatisticalquantitieswhen the numberof biddersis I.
4: Let I argmin,e= Qs L, M(d). Then,for anyfixedS, I and Of
PROPOSITION
as L -* oo.
convergealmostsurelyto IOand 00, respectively,
Proposition 4 suggests the following procedure. For every number I Es>,
compute the correspondingSNLLS estimator 0I and estimated mean square
error QS,L, I(0). Then, the true numberof bidders IOis estimatedconsistently
by the integer I that minimizesQs,L 1(Q) with respect to I. The second part of
Proposition 4 ensures that OI is still a consistent estimator of 00. Then,
statistical inference about 00 can be based on Of as if IO= .14

Unobserved
Heterogeneity
Throughout,we have assumedthat the vector z1 of characteristicsinfluencing
the distributionF1(0)of biddersvaluationsis fully observedby the investigator.
Accordingto the theoreticalmodel of Section 2.1, z1 is commonknowledgeto
all bidders.Thus the assumptionthat the investigatorobserves z1 simplymeans
that the investigatorhas access to this commonknowledge.
In some situationsone may argue that the investigatoris less informedthan
bidders. For instance, the investigatorobserves only a vector z1l where z1=
(Zll, Z21). Then, applyingSNLLS to the econometricspecification(5) omitting
Z21 leads, in general, to inconsistent estimates. Following Gourieroux and
Monfort (1990), consistency can be recovered by modelling the unobserved
heterogeneity implied by the omission of Z21 and by adapting our SNLLS
estimationmethod.
Specially, let {hl() =h(- 1p, zll,y ); y E 11 be a conditional parametric model
for Z21 given (pr, zl). For instance, this model can be derived from a model for
13As suggestedby a referee, a more general frameworkwould be to assumethat I, is random
with some unknowndiscretedistributionH1() dependingon the exogenousvariablesz1.Then, our
SNLLS estimator can be adapted by noting that the right-handside of (15) must be further
integrated(summed)with respect to H11). Such an extension,however,was unnecessaryin our

empirical application.

As in Ryu(1992),the rate of convergenceof I is muchfasterthan that of 0 for everyI. This is
because I and IOare both discrete.Thus (I - IO)convergesto zero in probabilityand hence is
asymptoticallyindependentof xIL6 - O) for every I. See also the end of the proof of Proposition 4.
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pI given (z11,Z21)such as (4) and a model for Z21given z1l. Let yo E F denote
the true value of y. The parametervector is now (0, y) E e x F. Let Z21be the
supportof hi(-). Then
(24)

E[bwlpf, z1]
E[b IpI, Zli, Z21]h1(z21)dZ2

f

=

z21

..

|

v

Z21 VI

ax(u(j_j), pl )f(uj) ... fi(u)h,(Z2)

dUl... dUI dZ2

where the second equality follows from (15). Thus, introducingimportance
functionsas in (16), we can considersample averagesX1(0,y) of X,1(0, y) now
defined by
(25)

1 ~~~

Emax (usI )lplo)I
y)=Xs1(0,
X(
S
g,l(ull)

... .f1(u)
f1(u~~11)

gsl(uil)

h,(zs1)

q1(Z21)

where, for each 1= 1,..., L and s = 1, ..., S, (u1s, ..., uI) are independent
draws from the importance conditional density gsl(-) g( lzl1, zsl) and zs1 is
drawnfrom the importancedensity qi,(.)-fr0( Ip?,zl). Then Propositions1-4

applyto (0,

A)

with this modificationprovidedthere is no dynamicmisspecifica-

tion."s

Using Higher Moments

Up to now, we have focused on the first moment of the winning bid. As
mentionedearlier,the first momentis of special interest in view of the revenue
equivalencetheorem.As a result our SNLLSmethod appliesto the analysisof a
largeclassof auctionsincludingfirst-price,descending,English,and second-price
auctionswithin the risk neutralprivatevalue paradigm.
When analyzinga particularform of auctionssuch as first-priceor descending
auctions, however, one may gain efficiency by using higher moments of the
winningbid. Moreover,this maybe necessarywhen 00 is not identifiedfromthe
first moment only, a condition that was assumed in Propositions1-4. In this
case, (12) can be used to simulate higher moments of bw (see Laffont and
Vuong (1993)). Then, a MSM can be constructedfollowing McFadden(1989)
and Pakes and Pollard(1989) to obtain a computationallyconvenientestimator
of 00 that is consistent and VT-asymptoticallynormal for a fixed number of
simulations as L

-

o.16

15
= E[bw
That is when E[b' 1x11]
Ix1j,4-], where 1-1 denotes the past values of (bw,x11),
and x1i= (pr, z1l). See AppendixA. This is the case if Z21is independentof past (bI, p?, z11) given
(pl,z1ll), whichholds when (bw,po, zl) are independentacross 1.
Alternatively,using the first two conditionalmomentsm1(Qo)and o-r2(6) of bw given xl, one
can correct for heteroscedasticityby minimizing(11), where the term in bracketsis divided by
Oi2(0), and OOis a preliminaryconsistentestimate of 60 such as our SNLLS estimator0. This
requires,however,the exact computationof o*(), which is typicallyuntractable.
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4. APPLICATIONTO AN AGRICULTURAL MARKET

In this section, we illustrate the preceding econometric methods by an
empiricalanalysisof a descendingauction. Our analysisshould be viewed as a
preliminarystudy using the theoretical benchmarkmodel of Section 2.1. In
particular,we assume that there is no unobservedheterogeneity.On the other
hand,we assumethat the numberof biddersis not knownto the investigator,as
is typicallythe case in empiricalwork.
of Eggplantsin Marnande
4.1. TheDescendingAuction
Descending auctionsare frequentlyused to sell agriculturalproductsas they
are very fast and well adapted to perishable commodities. The particular
auctionwe studyis a descendingauctionof greenhouseeggplantsin Marmande,
France. In this marketthe sellers are farmersand the buyers are resale trade
firms.The buyerscan be consideredas agents of retail sellers who have placed
orders at specificprices before the opening of the market.These prices are the
valuationsof the buyersin the auction.At each round of the auction,a case of
eggplants-15 to 350 kilos-is displayed. It is also described in the general
catalog of the day given to each buyerbefore the market.The seller announces
a reservationunit price, i.e., a price for one kilogram.
The general principles of this auction are the same as in any descending
auction. The auction starts with a very high unit price, for example, fifteen
francswhen the usual unit price of the commodityis about ten francsper kilo.
From then on, the price drops very quickly,until one of the bidders makes a
bid. At that instant the reverse clock is stopped. The first buyerwho makes a
bid before the reservationprice is reachedwins the auction. His unit payment
equals his bid.
4.2. Data
We have data on daily sales during the summer of 1990 (from June to
October). In our theoretical economic model it is importantthat each day a
single case be placed on the marketto avoid dynamicstrategicconsiderations,
which are outside the scope of this paper.17Thus we have selected days for
which only a single case of eggplants of a given size category is offered.
Moreover,eggplantsdeterioratequicklyenough so that the supplyof day t + 1
can be considered independent of day t's exchanges. We have data for 81
auctions.
With this data set, the theoreticalmodel of Section 2.1 seems appropriateor
at least a benchmarkmodel for a first analysis.The privatevalue paradigmis
justifiedby the organizationof the market.Buyerscome to the marketwith the
willingnessesto pay of the retailers,who sell in geographicallydistinctmarkets.
17If severalcases are auctionedthe same day,buyersmaywish to understatetheirwillingnessto
pay in the first auctionto acquireinformationaboutother players'valuations.
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Since each day the marketis quite specificand since we use data for auctionsof
single cases, the independence assumptions,which enable us to model the
equilibriumas a static Bayesianequilibrium,seem satisfied. For each auction,
we have the winningbid, the reservationprice (see GraphBi, AppendixB), and
other relevantvariables(see next subsection).
As for the number of bidders we will explore two hypotheses. The first
hypothesisis to ignore the potential asymmetryof the bidders and to consider
that the numberof biddersis the 11 participantswho alwaysattend this market.
The second hypothesis,which is motivatedby the observationthat one buyer
wins almosthalf of the auctions,considersthis particularbuyeras the agent of a
number(unknownto us) of retail traders.
4.3. The Distributionof Private Values

We assume that private values follow a log-normal distributionfor each
auction. Unlike the cases consideredty Paarsch(1989, 1992), the log-normal
distributiondoes not lead to a closed form bidding function (1). We let this
distributiondepend on variouscharacteristics,which are drawnfrom our data
file (see (5)). Specifically, we assume that the mean of the logarithm of
valuationsis a linear functionof six exogenousvariables:
(26)

E log VI=

= 01 + 02 seller,+ 03 size 1, + 04 size 2, + 05 period,
+ 06date,

+ 07supplyl

(l = 1,... , 81).

The first three exogenousvariablescontrol for the heterogeneityof eggplant
cases. There are two sellers. In general, buyersprefer one of them, who has a
reputationfor better quality.The dummyvariable"seller"is assignedthe value
zero for the preferred seller. There are three official size categories for
eggplants:Less than three hundredgramsby eggplant,between three and four
hundred, and above four hundred. They are introducedthrough two dummy
variables.The variable"size1"takes the value one for the middle categoryand
zero otherwise,while the variable "size2" takes the value one for the largest
categoryand zero otherwise.
The last three exogenousvariablesare marketvariables.In this marketeach
year prices drop from the beginningof Augustuntil the firstweek of September
because of a large supplyof substitutegoods (other types of summereggplants).
There is accordinglya shock to demandthat we accommodatewith the dummy
variable"period,"whichtakes the value 0 duringthis period and 1 otherwise.A
question of particularinterest to the organizer of the auctions is whether
eggplantprices increase over time. This is taken into account with the "date"
variable,whichrecordsthe time at whichthe auctiontakes place withinthe year
1990 normalizedby 100. Hence June 25th, which is the opening of the season,
correspondsto 1.76. The last variable "supply"measures the quantityof eggplants (of all categories)in tons suppliedat Marmandethat day. It is related to
the general state of the marketsupplyin France.
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In this market the standarddeviation of retail prices for a given auctioned
object is roughly equal to 5% of their mean, i.e., two standard deviations
representone francfor a price of ten francsper kilo. Since buyersare agents of
retailers and since the distributionof private values is specified to be lognormal, this gives .05 = std(v)/E(v) = (e

2

-

1)1/2,

where o- is the standard

deviation of log v. Solving for o-, we obtain o 0.05, which is maintained
throughoutour empiricalstudy.18
Some statisticsdescribingthe data are providedin AppendixB.
4.4. Estimation Results

We estimate the structuralmodel associatedwith the theoreticalbenchmark
model of Section 2.1 by minimizingthe criterion(11). We use 20 simulationsper
auction.19For the choice of the importancefunctionsg1(0),we use the following
convenient procedure. For each auction, the importance function g1(0)is a
log-normal density with a meah given by (26) where 0 is equal to some
preliminaryconsistent estimate 0 and a standard deviation equal to 0.05 as
discussedabove.20
Because 0 should be close to Q0,the importancefunction g1(0)should be
close to f1(0).Hence from (17) the variance w, of the randomdraws Xs1(0) at
0=

QOis approximately equal to the (true) variance of

max[u(11)1, pl]. Thus,

because the latter varianceis strictlypositive, our importancefunction g1(0)is
not equal to the optimal but infeasible importancefunction (see Rubinstein
(1981, Theorem4.3.1)).Hence the precisionof our estimatescould be improved
by applyinga number of variance reduction techniques (see, e.g., Rubinstein
(1981, Section 4.3), Hendry(1984), and Geweke (1988)).
A first step is to determinethe numberI of bidders,i.e., the actualsize of the
market. In our sample, there were 11 active buyers, each of whom regularly
18We decided to use informationon the retail market due to convergenceproblemswhen
estimatingo- with our data.An explanationfor this is the choice of the log-normaldistributionwith
the parameterization(26) combined with the fact that reservationprices pr are too low, as
suggestedby the fact that all auctionedlots are sold. For when privatevalues are log-normally
distributed with parameters a and o-, then E[bW] = e /Lr(o-, log p0 - a), where

r(y,- ) is

a function

that involvesintegrals(see footnote 20). Thus,when p0 is zero and a is parameterizedas in (26),
- oo) so that the constant term in a and o- are not separately identified.
then E[bW]= e Z'r(o-,

Alternatively,we could have used anotherparameterizationfor a and o- such as E[v] = eZ' and
Var[v] = constant.
19 Results are analogouswith 30 simulations.Laroqueand Salanie(1989)used a similar-number
of simulationsfor a simulationmethodwhich is consistentwhen the numberof simulationsmust
also increaseto infinity.
20Takingadvantageof the log-normalspecificationand parameterization(26), our preliminary
estimate 0 minimizes(11), where E[b,l is simulatedwith standardnormalrandomdrawsusing
E[bl

I = e Ilr(o-,
r(o-,3

log pr
a

)

f=

-

|

a,) with a, = z' 13,
**

exp [max ( aus_ 1),

aJ)]

(u1

) . .

.(ul

)

du, . .. du,,

and 4( ) is the densityof the univariatestandarddistribution.By Proposition1, such an estimatoris
consistent.
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attended the auction.Thus, between I = 11 and I = 23, we search for the best
value of I in terms of our lack-of-fit criterion (1/L)QS,L,

(QI) (see Proposition

4). Figure 1 suggeststhat this value is obtained for I= 18.21 This result lends
supportto our second hypothesisthat the largebuyeris an agent of a numberof
traders. SpecificallyI = 18 implies that this buyer represents 8 such traders,
which is consistentwith his share of the market(slightlyless than one half). As
long as this buyer is just an intermediarywho bids accordingto the 8 traders'
instructionsdeterminedindependently,this does not affect the strategiesof the
other bidders.See also the conclusion.
Table I displays our empirical results for I= 11 and 18. Student statistics
computedfrom Proposition3 are shown in parenthesesand the criterionvalue
is the quantity(/L)Qs L,J(O ). Given the choice of the log-normaldistribution
and the parameterization(26), each parameter estimate of Table I can be
interpretedas the percentagechangeof the expectedvalue of the auctionedlot
because ok = (1/E1[VI dEI[V]I/dxkl. For instance, when I = 18, the midsize
eggplants and the large size eggplants are respectively24% and 12% more
valuable then the small size eggplants. This agrees with the conventional
wisdomthat midsize eggplantsare the highest quality.
Table I shows some slight differencesbetween the coefficient estimates for
I= 11 and 18. All parametershave the expected signs. The seller parameter
identifiescorrectlythe seller who is knownto be of higherquality.The signs for
the size dummies agree with conventionalwisdom, as noted previously.The
significantlypositive coefficient for the period dummyagrees with a demand
21
In principle,the significanceof the differencebetween I = 11 and I = 18 can be tested but this
requiresthe developmentof nonnestedtests (followingVuong(1989)),whichis outsidethe scope of
this paper.
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TABLE I
Parameters
Variables

Number of Buyers (I)
Number of Simulations (S)
Number of Auctions (L)
Constant
Seller

First Model

Second Model

11
20
81

18
20
81

0.1297
(0.02)

0.0286
(0.06)

-0.0107
(-0.17)

-0.0240
(-0.51)

Size 1

0.2402
(3.57)

0.2402
(4.39)

Size 2

0.1373
(1.39)

0.1213
(1.60)

Period

1.2404
(2.16)

1.1998
(2.90)

Date

0.3115
(3.04)

0.3202
(4.03)

- 0.0340
(-0.59)

- 0.0357
(-0.81)

Supply
Criterion Value

0.52395

0.51401

shock due to the supplyof a substitutegood duringthe period coded zero. The
trend coefficient is significantlypositive. The supply coefficient is negative,
althoughnot significant.The lack of significanceof the supplyvariablemightbe
explainedas follows. This variableis the local supplyand not the global supply
on this market.The final buyersbuy on severalmarketsso that the idiosyncratic
local shocks in this market do not affect their willingnessto pay. The global
movement of supply is already taken into account by the period and date
variables.
Concerningthe goodness-of-fitof our estimated model for I = 18, our explanatory variables enable us to track closely the winning bids b' by the
simulatedwinning bids Xl(0) (see Figure 2). In view of Proposition1, an R2
measurecan be computedas 1 - Q* L(0)/var bw. This gives R2 = .895.22
5. CONCLUSION

The majorcontributionof this paper is to describea new researchstrategyfor
analyzingauction data sets. Using a simulated NLLS estimation method we
have shownthat a traditionalstructuraleconometricapproachcan be employed.
22
In principle, the log-normality of the private value distribution can also be tested. For instance,
we can nest the log-normal family in {f*(. Iz, 6, a) =( - u)fQ Iz, 6) + lh( Iz): a e R}, where
h(- Iz) is a fixed distribution, The condition Jvh(vIz) dv= 0 may be imposed so that the conditional
mean of v given z remains as specified in (26). Then standard classical tests of a = 0 can be used.
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bids(continuousline) and estimatedwinningbids (dottedline).

We have developed the statisticaltools necessaryfor the analysisof first-price
or Dutch auctionswith independentprivatevalues. Clearlysimilarmethodscan
be developed for other types of auctions such as the English auction and the
commonvalue paradigm.
Many directionsof researchare possible with our statisticalapproach.They
include:
-An analysisof the optimalityof the observed reservationprices so as to
providea pricingstrategybased on (4) that would enable the sellers to increase
their expected income.23
-Tests of the gains providedby the game theoretic approachto auctionsas
opposed to nonstrategicapproaches.For examplethe game theoretic approach
can be confrontedwith a boundedrationalityapproach,where bid functionsare
restricted to be linear or quadratic. Such tests have been carried out in
experimentaleconomicswhere the distributionof characteristicsis known.
-Tests of the strategic behavior of the large trader. This is explored in
Laffont and Vuong (1994). In our case there is a naturalpotential coalition of
traders.This is a modest step towardsthe more ambitiousprogramof testing
the existence of collusive behavioramong buyers in general. In our view, this
program still suffers from the weakness of economic theory in describing
coalitionalbehaviorunder incompleteinformation.The step we propose raises
a whole set of difficultissues associatedwith asymmetricauctions.24
23This is an importantpracticalissue. Becauseour estimationmethoddoes not requiresellersto
behave accordingto (4), a Hausmantest of the optimalityof observedreservationprices can be
derived by comparingour parameterestimate of 0 with its parameterestimate obtained by
simulation-based
joint estimationof (2) and (4) (see footnote 1).
24 These issues are not trivialbecause the asymmetrycreated by the large traderpreventsthe
analyticsolution for the optimalbiddingstrategy.Numericalintegrationof differentialequations
has to be part of the estimationprocedure.
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-Tests of the most relevant informationalmodel as in practice many
auctions seem to be somewherebetween the privatevalues paradigmand the
commonvalue paradigm(see also Paarsch(1992)).
-Comparison with other auctions (secret reservationprice, auctions that
maximizesocial welfare, etc.) and evaluationof the gain for the seller from a
first-priceauctionwith an optimalreservationprice.
It may also be necessaryto extend our analysisto take into accountdynamic
elements. First, auctions of similar objects are often repeated and this raises
issues of reputationas well as strategicdynamicbehaviorbecause buyersmay
adopt strategiesthat do not reveal their privatevalues duringthe first auctions.
Within a given auction, there is also a dynamicfeature worth exploring.The
reservationprice set by the seller (in conjunctionwith the organizer of the
market)may be chosen on the basis of better informationthan buyers'information. Then a two-stage game in which the buyers try to infer the seller's
informationfrom the reservationprice would be appropriate.The reservation
price then enters in the structural model in two ways: by truncating the
as above but also by modifyingdirectly the
distributionof private valuatioA{s
distributionof private valuations.From Laffont and Maskin (1990) we know
that such models exhibit a large number of Bayesianperfect equilibria.Then
our approachcould be used to select the most relevantequilibrium.
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APPENDIX A
where >'denotes the past
Throughout, we maintain that E[by -m(x1,06)Jx1,Y4']=0,
values of (by',x1). Thus E[bl'Jx1,4'-] =E[by'Jx1] and there is no dynamic misspecification. In
addition, we assume that the conditions of Gallant and White (1988) hold.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION

1: Let q*1(0) denote the term in brackets in (11). We have

1 L)
QSL(Jo)--

1=1

,s

E[ qs, (0)

uniformly on 0 (see Gallant and White (1988, Theorem 3.18)). But, omitting the subscript 1
whenever there is no confusion,
E[q*(6)]

=E[bw -x(6)
=E[bw
-MX
=
-

-

(

)4EE

6\12] + E[m(x,
0]2+E[m(x,

0)

(X0(6) _X(6))2]
-iX(6)]2-

VarxXs(6)
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where Varx() denotes the varianceconditionalon x. The second equalityfollowsfrom E[bWIx]=
m(x, 6O),the unbiased estimation of Varx X,(6), and E[bW- m(x, 60)][X(6) - m(x, 0O)]= 0, which
follows from the conditionalindependenceof blwand the simulationsu- (ul,..., ul) given xl.
The thirdequalityfollowsfrom E[X(6) Ix]= m(x, 0), whichholds by construction.Hence
(E[byw -m(x,6)]2

Q -*L(0)-

(A.1)

+E[m(xl,

0)-m(x,)]2)

0

1=1

uniformlyin 0. Thus 0 = 60 minimizesthe second term. Hence, provided60 is identifiablyunique
(see Gallantand White (1988, Definition3.2)), then 0 is a stronglyconsistentestimatorof 60 as
L -?

00,

for any fixed S.

The second term in (A.1) is nothing else than the limit of the usual NLLS objectivefunction
QL(6)

=

(1/L)X,4= l(bpw- m1(6))2. Hence

is identifiably unique if it is identified from the first

60

>0

momentof bw,i.e., if it is first-orderidentified.Moreover,it followsthat Q*,L() - EQL(6)
uniformlyin 6. Hence QS L(0) - EQL(0)
0 as L-* oo, for any fixed S.
PROOFOFPROPOSITION
2: First,we note that dq* 1(0)/d0 =
Gallant and White (1988, Theorem 5.7) it follows that E-1/2
any fixed S, where ES L =-SLRS, L -LS, and
(A.2)

-VS, L =-

(A.3)

a'S,L

EEt

Var

=

S

2E

l(6) as defined in (23). From
for
N(O, Ik) as L -0,

-2d5

(a- 6o)

]

(ds,1(60) -E[ds,i(60)])j

It remainsto showthat X L = 2AL (independentof S) and R L = 4Bs, L where AL and Bs, L are
definedby (18) and (19) respectively.
Consider As L. Differentiating d5 ,(0) and using Y,1(0) = dX,1(0)/d6, we obtain 5 L =
-2(Al

+A2 +A3 +A4), where

1=L

-L-

A
=1
Al

E

E[[ Y,
F1(00 ooY(oo
dY(1(6)

XE[(bI -X(0))
I

A2 L

L

l
-/13=
L EEYSl1(
s(
A/14=

L [
E iE

1

do'0

~~~S
)S=,

0)( Y11(600) -

S

E (Xsl(6o) -' (0

]

1yio)
dO'

]

Now, for each 1, conditionallyupon xl, (Xsl(0o),Ysl(06)),s = 1, .... S, are (i) iid and (ii) indepen-

dent of bw'.Thus, first taking conditional expectation given xl and using E[bw Ix]
m(xl, 0O),we obtain
l

Al

-

L

E

(E[Varx Y1(00)] -E[ExY1(00)ExY/(00)])

1 2-E (

E[Varx

Ysl(60)]

- E[ExYs1(00)ExYs,(00)])

= E[XXs,(00)

Ix]

=
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A2=

E[Ex((m(xl 0 ) -X1( 0)) dd'
1

L1F

yE

=

))

d1(600)

sErCovx (x1(00),9

dO'

A3 = LF' SE[Varx Ysl1(00o)]
g
L 1=1 S

1 L ir
A4= L
(X,1(e0)
LF, -E Covx
.
1=1
Cancelling terms, it follows that V,

L

dYl1(60)
dd'
do

JI

= 2AL as desired, using ExYS1(0O)= dEXj(0)/d0

by intervertingdifferentiationand expectation.
We now turn to A, L. Droppingthe I subscript,we have
S
io
(A.4)
ds(O) = (bw -,uj)jYo
(FX
)o-Y S-_ (TX -ol)(UFo
+

S(S -1)

E -Y? - 1)(1
yu)Y
F,(

ul(OO)

/u)

U
u

=dl -d2 -d3 + d4,

where Xxo- Xs(00), Yso= Ys(00),,ux m(x, 00), and uo
expectationgiven x, we have Ex[d1] = Ex[d2] = 0 and
Ex d3] = SS
S_

Ex d4]=

Covx(X?

--1s

1

dm(x, 00)/dO(= ,u?).Takingconditional

PY?) = S 11 Covx (xso Yso )

Covx(Xso vYso))

Hence Ex[ds(0Q)] = 0. In fact,by constructionof the randomdrawsand becausethere is no dynamic
misspecification, we have E[dsl(06) 1-7 1, /l- 1 =- 0, where /1- denotes the past values of the
random draws. Hence {ds,1(Q0),q(Y1,-1q1-1))
is a martingale difference. Thus all the covariance

termsin (A.3) disappear.Then, becauseVar[ds(00)]= E [Varxds(00)],(A.3) reducesto
(A.5)

5S, L =

L

E E [Varx(ds

1(00))]-

L1=1

It remains to compute Varx [ds(00)]. Using (A.4), we have Covx(d1, dj)

for everyj = 2, 3, 4, and

Covx(d2, d3) =

2(S

1) ?Y

[(

(

-

= Ex[(bW

- 1u4)Y0dj] = 0,

)

+ 2 F,(X?-,u?O)(X
S(S -1)

4rEx[(X0

_

o)2(yo

_ ,0o)t]

S(S -1)

AEY [(x

_

o)2(yo

_ ,Lo)t]

-

/4))

(

E (Y? -/s

)')j
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Thus Covx(d2, d3 - d4) = 0. Hence
Vary ds(Q0) = Varx d, + Varx.d2 + Var. (d3 - d4).
It remains to compute the variance covariance matrices of d1, d2, and (dg - d4), conditional on
x. Note that these three vectors have zero conditional expectations. Since (o (x) =Ex[(bW - ,uj)2]
we obtain
(A.6)

+

o2(x)(Varx

(A.7)

Varxd,

(A.8)

Varx d2 = -Varx

=

y44)

1
S

XS:4uY/U.

For the third conditional variance covariance matrix, we have

(A.9)

Varx(d3 -d4) = Ex(d3 d'3)+ Ex(d4 d'4)-Ex(d3d4) -EX(d4d3).

But
(A.10)

Ex (d3 d'3

S2(S

X 1 .

E(
s

1-1

r s<E (X

+ 4( E (X:

E

S 2(S - 1 2Ex[

+

2

-

1 ElX

2)

s

E (1sO - ?)(Y?-

)

- eU) E(YO
(X

-x

-4o_ o)'

(X'-eU o)2(yso-/2?

- o,)2(ytoE (Xl'r s<

1

/y)Y?- /4?)')]

-

/?0)(Y0 -j

4)'

s#t

S2(-

XL

1)22

4

(XYso-- u)(XO -)t)(Y?

+

u)(Y?- -,

ss

S(S
(All1)

-

1) [Vary1Xx?Vary YSO+ 2CovY (Ys ,1) Cov (Xs? Y o)t]
tU
+X S(S-1)~~~~~~
E5l )zEX
(Xi -1 )2(

E:(d4d'4) =

+

S

_y

)(y
O_(yo _yo

E[( X?

S(S-1)

E

x (

E

(X

yO -

4r)(Y0

0

-4lr)'

)(Y? -

- 4)(X?0

Y

,,)(Y?-u)
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s

XA(2

E-

(X

d)

S2(S

3

1)2
1
EXL

1=
(A.13)

E (Xl' X E

)=SOVar~~~~~~~~~,(d3-d4

}

-

(XsO14

-y 4))

-

yS

/L)t)j]

UO

= Es(d4dU4).
- EX(d4d4),i.e.
Using (A.10)-(A.12)in (A.9), we obtainVary(d3 - d4) = EX(d3d'3)

S2(S

[VarE
X?
Y=1
1) VarL

+ Covx(Xs,17)

Covx(xs,Ys?)'].

Thus, using (A.6n (A.8) and (A.13), Varx [d5(Q)] is equal to the term in brackets in (19). Hence,
from (A.5), S, L = 4Bs, L as desired.
L- BL
0. The
PROOFOFPROPOSITION
3: It sufficesto provethat A5,L-AL ) 0 and Bss,
second convergence is an immediate consequence of (A.5) and Theorem 6.3 in Gallant and White
-1, /'-I)) is a martingale difference and E[dsj(0Q)] = 0 as noted in the
(1988) since {d5,l(o),0(
preceding proof
To establish the first convergence, we have as L oo,for any fixed S,
L

(A.14)

r
E Vj(00)Fj(00)'

LA^5,
1=1

L

using 0 - 60 and Theorem 3.18 in Gallant and White (1988). Then, taking expectation conditional upon xl and recalling the formula for the usual unbiased estimator of Varx (FI(06)), we obtain
0. The desired result follows from uj? = Ex(YI(0)).
AS, L - ( '/L)E=1 E[Ex(Y1(0Q))Ex(Y/(00))]PROOFOF PROPOSITION
4: We now assume that the conditions for applying Theorem 3.18 in
Gallant and White (1988) hold for each I in 9. Hence, by the same reasoning leading to (A.1), for
each S and I eJq we have as L -+oo
(A.15)

QS ILI(0)

QL,I(0)

0,

uniformly in 0, where
lL
1=1

Here E[bw lxl] = m(xl, IO,6O)and E[Xj s(6)Ixl1]= m(xl, I, 0), where XI, s(0) is defined by (17)
when I is the number of bidders.
Since -9 is finite, then (A.15) holds uniformly in (I, 0). Moreover, (IO, 6O) clearly minimizes
the second term of (A.15) with respect to (I, 0). On the other hand, (I, 6') as defined in the text
minimizes QS*,
L I(0) with respect to (I, 0). Hence, provided (IO, 6O) is identified from the first
moment of bw, then (I, 6') converges almost surely to (IO, 6O)as L -? oo, for any fixed S.
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As a matter of fact, the proof of the later statementdoes not follow from standardargument
because QL, (0) is not continuousin I. However,because QL, (0) is continuousin 6 for everyI,
and because of the above uniform convergence,we have QSL, I(0I) - QL
I s O and
Because
min
0.
is
-0
_mi
e
identifiably
QO)
unique
{I
I()
minl
(IO,
QL,
Becas-{I0QS*S,L,

by assumption, then QL 0(6)i<mm1
I
no QL,I(O) for L sufficiently large a.s. Hence,
I = 1o and O-= 610 for L sufficientlylarge a.s. The desiredresultfollows.
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APPENDIX B

SummaryStatistics

Bids and reservationprices are measuredin Francsper Kilo. The "supply"variableis measured
in tons. The "date"variableand the qualitativevariablesare defined in Section4.3.
NUMBER OF AUCrIONS:
81

QuantitativeVariables

Variables

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Maximum

Minimum

Bid
ReservationPrice
Date
Supply

7.52
6.43
2.40
1.39

2.21
1.81
0.41
0.67

11.98
10.00
3.00
3.49

2.00
2.00
1.76
0.13
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QualitativeVariables
Number of Items
Dummy

Equal to 0

Equal to 1

Seller
Size 1
Size 2
Period

62
71
47
13

19
10
34
68

CorrelationMatrix
Bid

Bid
Reservation
Price
Seller
Size 1
Size 2
Period
Date
Supply

Reserv

Seller

Size 1

Size 2

Period

Date

Supply

1.000
- 0.389
-0.090
0.267
0.773
0.481
0.041

1.000
0.324
-0.412
- 0.472
0.072
- 0.040

1.000
-0.319
- 0.245
-0.059
- 0.376

1.000
0.167
0.131
0.231

1.000
-0.011
- 0.059

1.000
0.341

1.000

1.000
0.962
- 0.393
0.001
0.259
0.736
0.479
- 0.015
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